 fig. S36 . Plot of concentration of the three phases in the simulation as they change with iteration number.  fig. S37 . Trial-and-error plots for different combinations of conductances between the three phases C1, C2, and C3.  fig. S38 .  scheme S1. Cartoon of multilayer MoS2 sample being oxidized by Ar/O2 plasma from both sides when the sample is suspended on a TEM grid.  table S1. Peak shifts with exposure time for the Mo 4+ 5/2 and Si 2s peaks relative to the C 1s core line, indicating that shifts are due to doping and not substrate charging.  References (60, 61) section S1. Electrical characterization of MoS2 samples The field effect mobility was evaluated from transfer curves using the standard expression = ⋅ Where , are the length and width of the conducting channel, is the drain-source bias, is the oxide capacitance equal to 12.1 nF cm -2 , is the drain-source current and is the gate bias.
The subthreshold swing was evaluated from transfer curves using the standard expression = ln(10) ⋅ log( ) | ≈ where all the variables are the same as declared above, and is the threshold voltage of the device.
in turn was extracted using the Constant Current method described in Reference 60 in the main text.
fig. S1. Cross section of the plasma cleaner (61). The graph shows the variation of the impact energy of the generated species as a function of position in the plasma chamber. The MoS 2 sample was placed at the Z = 15 cm zone (whereby = cm is in the centre of the HF antenna), with its position not varying on the sample holder to within ± 1 mm over different exposures. The electrical recovery effect associated with the presence of the 2D oxide which is seen immediately after exposure (red) is reversed once the MoO x is pumped off at UHV levels (green). (right) For a sample treated to post-recovery stage (e.g. 12 s in fig.S5 ), the transfer curve is stable after 21hrs in the same UHV environment.
fig. S9. Optical micrographs of a few-layer flake exposed to pure Ar plasma for several minutes. As seen in the chart to the right, the contrast values, other than the red channel, do not change significantly even after several minutes of exposure. (To highlight the role of oxides for the electrical recovery of the samples, a comparative study was carried out using the same plasma cleaner and experimental parameters, but exchanging the oxygen:argon gas mixture for pure argon gas. The device was seen to be much less sensitive to the Ar plasma, as the change in optical contrast was minimal, highlighting the big influence of MoO 3 on the refractive index of the material.)
fig. S10. Top panels show the gate sweeps and mobility extractions for a 4L device. Qualitatively different behaviour is observed than in the case of oxygen-containing plasma, with a heavy shift of threshold voltage to negative gate biases never noted. The tunability of the mobility is not achieved in the device, with similarly poor levels of conductivity observed even after several minutes of exposure. The 5L device in the bottom panels shows nearly identical behaviour, with the defect-induced mobility drop noted with increasing Ar plasma time. On comparison with the oxide-modulated devices, the effect of oxygen presence on electrical properties in terms of the mobility recovery is clear. fig. S20. (a) Atomically-resolved EDX spectrum taken on a bilayer flake in the AC-STEM before plasma treatment (orange) and after 10 sec of treatment (purple). In both cases, the oxygen signal from the mapped area is very weak. (b) EELS spectrum taken on the same flake after 10 sec, demonstrating no oxygen presence in the sample following overnight storage in vacuum. (c) Normalised EDX spectra taken from a thin (1L area; marked in red on the inset STEM image with scale bar of 500 nm) and thick (7L) sample after long exposure times. The thinner sample shows significant oxygen concentration in the post-recovery stage, i.e. when stoichiometrically complete MoO 3 has been formed on the surface. In the case of the thicker sample, the concentration is lower as the chemical reaction is confined to the surface. A calculation follows to estimate the accuracy of this assumption:
The normalised intensity of the O/S signal for the 1L flake at 20 seconds is ~83%, while for the 7L flake at 16 seconds it is ~8% to the nearest percentage. If we assume 0% oxygen content at 0 seconds of treatment and allow the suspended flake to be oxidised from both sides on the TEM grid, we can take the oxidation time rate to be roughly 8.3% per 2 s per one MoS 2 layer. This equals 4.2% 2s -1 per flake surface, as sketched representatively in scheme S1 below: scheme S1. Cartoon of multilayer MoS2 sample being oxidized by Ar/O2 plasma from both sides when the sample is suspended on a TEM grid. This assumption is made to estimate the distribution of oxygen in the sample from EDX mapping in the TEM.
In 16 seconds, the oxidised amount will be 2 x (4.2% x 8) ~ 67% of 2 outer-most layers. The total ratio for a 7L flake will then be: [(0.67 x 2) + (0.0 x 5)]/2+5 = 1.34/7 ~ 19%.
This compares well with the ~8% number obtained from EDX spectra. This calculation does not account for intrinsic quantification errors associated with EDX mapping and assumes that oxygen content does not increase in the sandwiched middle 5 layers, which in all reality will happen. The 11% error in this case is thus reasonable and supports our picture of what happens to the sample. Assumed overlayer of α-MoO 3 has IMFP of 2.413nm, substrate of MoS 2 has IMFP of 2.442nm.
( / ) ⋅ ( / ), where o is the overlayer and sub is the substrate. However, and are the same and cancel as we are looking at the same Mo 3d levels.
Hence, /( ) = / , where t is the overlayer thickness, is the IMFP of the overlayer and is the emission angle. Ratio of intensities is obtained from the XPS spectra fits of Mo 3d peaks, is the 0 in our system and is obtained from the NIST standard database (https://www.nist.gov/srd/nist-standard-reference-database-71).
The intensity ratio at 6 seconds is 4847/13714 = 0.35. Then, 0.35⋅ 2.413nm = 0.853nm = 61% of effective bilayer of 2D-MoO 3 (for MoO 3 , b =1.3855nm see Reference 43 from main text).
The intensity ratio at 10 seconds is 5665/9659=0.59. Then, 0.59⋅ 2.413nm = 1.415 nm = 102% of effective bilayer of 2D-MoO 3. 
section S5. Simulation of conductive networks
Kirchhoff's circuit laws and Ohm's laws can be combined to create a system of linear equations that can be used to calculate the sheet conductance of the network KV = I (eq.1)
Where V m is the induced voltage at node m in the network and I is the current vector. Elements of the current vector are defined as +i (-i) ; the current injection (extraction) nodes, i.e. the electrodes on MoS 2 surface. All other values of I are 0. The Kirchhoff matrix K contains the inter-nodal connectivity and conductance information of the network. It is defined as:
Where Γ mn is the conductance of the connection between nodes m and n. If no connection exists between nodes m and n then the conductance between them is 0. The induced voltage vector V is calculated from (eq.1) and is in turn used to calculate the sheet conductance of the network. During each iteration, when one of the conductors is updated, the Kirchhoff matrix is updated to account for the changed conductance value.
The network conductance is calculated using difference in induced potentials on current injection and extraction nodes , .
fig. S36. Plot of concentration of the three phases in the simulation as they change with iteration number. A phase diagram can be created to reflect the changing of the transition rates between subsequent phases. The conversion probabilities used in the main manuscript were p 1 = 0.16 and p 2 = 0.20. fig. S37 . Trial-and-error plots for different combinations of conductances between the three phases C1, C2, and C3. A peak can only be observed when C2 is higher than C1 and C3.
fig. S38. Example conductance plots and associated phase concentration charts generated for the cases of networks where sites are not destroyed (top) and where all sites eventually are destroyed (bottom). Both networks show recovery peaks in the green shaded areas, but the drop to no conductance is more pronounced in the case of site destruction.
